
Categories mean a lot to an orderly, sensible, reliable faith. Genesis reveals that God’s creation
involved separating and naming into categories. God spoke, and in doing so, God introduced
meaning into chaos. In his first act giving order to the formless void, God spoke light,
separating light from darkness and day from night. The world then had its first opposing or
complementary categories, light representing conscious meaning, while unconscious ignorance
lurked in darkness. God then separated and gathered waters so that the earth had not only seas
but dry land, two more categories. And on God went, creating by classifying and categorizing,
right up to his ultimate act of creating humankind above the animals and separating woman
from man.

God would soon use Abraham to draw a nation out
of Mesopotamia, once again separating, dividing
things God embraced from things God rejected or
subordinated. When Egypt subsumed and oppressed
God’s nation Israel, God drew Israel back out of
Egypt and elevated it to a promised land. And so the
gospel unfolded, right up to Jesus separating those
born again from those not, those who have faith
from those who do not, and sheep from goats. Jesus

would unite confessing Jew and Gentile in the church of all believers and throw heaven open
for the marginalized poor and oppressed. Yet categories remain. Holiness and righteousness are
still things, apart from unholiness and unrighteousness.

One of this age’s signs is to attempt to do away with categories. Deconstruction is all the rage.
Prominent figures even deconstruct their Christian faith, sometimes ending up with none. And
that’s the problem: deconstruct every category, and nothing is left. Every category has its
margins. We do well to pay attention to the margins where we can adventure, learn, and shape
or expand categories. But to deploy margins to level and decimate categories leaves nothing but
chaos in its wake. That’s what viruses do, whether human viruses, computer viruses, or other
disruptors. They break down distinctions until no meaning remains.

Genesis teaches us that chaos, the formless void in which only unconsciousness ignorance
exists, has no categories. One cannot have meaning without categories. Think of almost any
concept or construct you speak, and you’ll recognize its categories. Everything we say and do
includes some things while excluding other things. Test your categories to be sure of their
biblical definition. But don’t abandon all categories, thinking you’re doing yourself and others a
favor. Instead, hold fast to the biblical meaning that ensures your sensible, reliable, and orderly
faith. The world’s chaos will never hold a candle to the power, purity, and purpose of God’s
kingdom.


